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About This Game

BEHOLD THE KICKMEN started as a silly Twitter joke, and evolved like a beautiful flower into the year's least-exciting and
mostly-incorrect Football Simulation. It's football, as seen through the eyes of someone with no understanding of, or interest in,

the Laws of Football.

Start at the bottom of the Big Boring British Football Spreadsheet system and grind your way up, gruelling match after gruelling
match, to become the best at the football that anyone's ever seen, and win the World Cup for your mantelpiece.

FEATURES: Kicking, Passing, Tackling, Squad Management and Doing Goals over and over. There's even a full Story mode,
crammed with overblown melodrama and inane decisions to be made.
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TWO WAYS TO PLAY! Hate football? No problem! The entire game can be re-skinned at the flip of a switch into a
Dystopian Future Bloodsport!

PLEASE NOTE: Kickmen has NO ONLINE MULTIPLAYER and NO LOCAL MULTIPLAYER, it's Single Player ONLY.
Please don't buy it thinking it's at all sociable, because it isn't. Why, you ask? Because I wanted to make a Single Player game, I

didn't want to make a Multiplayer game.
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Title: Behold the Kickmen
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Size Five Games
Publisher:
Size Five Games
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2017
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Not a pleasant game if you only listen to symphonic epic hollywood metal.. Mad Bullets is an indie On-Rails shooter with a
western setting and provides a fun arcade experience that harks back to 90s arcade shooters. Is it worth your time and money?
This is what I think of Mad Bullets.

Yes, absolutely yes. I really enjoyed playing this game and had a lot of fun whilst doing so which is the main goal of the title.
For the low price tag, coupled with frequent sales, you really can't go wrong with this one. It does grow stale after a few hours,
however, and it doesn't take more than 5 hours to see everything it has to offer. It does provide a fun experience of shooting a
bunch of bad guys whilst racking up a huge score which is oddly addicting.

There is no story to run through in this game, instead you'll run through three different settings and additional areas that provide
four unique challenges in each. The goal is simple: shoot bad guys, collect money, pick up boosters that provide different buffs
and last as long as you can. It's great playing through each time, trying to beat your previous best score or collect enough money
to buy upgrades in the shop. These range from extra bullets, extra lives or extensions to the time of power ups during the levels.
For the time it lasts it's a compelling gameplay loop and is perfect to play for twenty minutes or an hour or two.

I thought the different settings were great, each with their own character and enemies within them. Goon Village is your typical
western village filled with saloons, general stores, jails and banks, whereas El Dangero is replete with haciendas and villas.
Wicked Rocks is again different, running through Native American camps and rock canyons. The challenge areas are very
tongue-in-cheek, like the rest of the game, pitting you against leaping piranhas, swooping vultures, and sneaky ninjas. It's
wonderfully bonkers.

However, as I mentioned the game does begin to grow stale. The same three areas begin to drag as there isn't enough variety
within them and you'll be shooting the same enemies over and over again. The thing that'll keep you playing is the upgrades in
the shop but if you aren't interested in achievements, you'll probably quit the game quicker than I did. There just isn't enough to
the game to keep your interest long which is a shame. I wouldn't have minded the main game being a side mode, in addition to a
story mode and some other challenge modes with more variety in areas and enemies. For the price though, it's understandable
that this isn't the case.

In conclusion, Mad Bullets is a great time and is perfect for playing in short bursts. I don't regret the time I put into this game
but without any real content to keep the interest for long, achievements are all that remain and I'm not sure I want to keep
playing for that. By all means buy this one, it's certainly entertaining enough for a few hours but don't expect much more than
that.. A fun game, but boy does it start out hard. If you're expecting a gentle lead-in to the action, prepare to be surprised.. I did
the beta, this really seemed like it should be a free game... It is not worth 14.99, FTL (a much better space strategy game) is only
9.99.. This isn't a game, it's a poorly designed chore. An actual chore wouldn't have have you bumping into invisible walls the
entire time. Don't pay for the privalge of doing a poorly designed chore, stay away from this game.. This game has a very
original idea (healing planets by planting seeds on them), nice graphics and music, and a very enjoyable exploration side.
Sadly, the gameplay is not good, so the game manages to be frustrating without being difficult - most of the time I'm just
ignoring enemies (and ignoring being hit) because destroying the enemies is boring and pointless. Weapon upgrades are
pointless as well, since when you get hit you lose them and most of the times they are not worth recovering. And above all, the
game is very repetitive after a while.
It's not that bad, but having to choose between yes and no, I'd rather not recommend it.. What a happy tavern, a lot of drunk
people inside.. This would be a fun game, however it seems to crash alot, and than you lose your progress.. Upon first installing
this game I was disappointed it wouldn't run at all, or even stream from my newer PC. :(
But luckily, after a little searching here on the Steam Discussions, I figured out to install the latest two PhysX Nvidia drivers and
now all is well. Yay!

For anyone new to this franchise: play the demo first to decide if you like this type of game.
I only payed $2.49 during a sale, so my wife and I aren't terribly disappointed.

We've played other Frogware games like this one so are familiar and usually happy with the gameplay. It's too bad there doesn't
seem to be any controller support for it, which is yet another negative.
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Our main complaint is, unlike some previous games in this series that were enjoyable, Sherlock: Nemesis quickly became quite
tedious. There are almost no "puzzles" at all; rather, you point-and-click on every possible item in hopes that you find something
you can pick up or interact with. Then, you almost randomly search every room or area for some unknowable item to help with
the current linear quest. We found little logic to what items we were supposed to be searching for and therefore had no way to
play the game without using a Walkthrough. At that point, the game is pure tedium and not worth playing if you're looking to
solve puzzles and use your brain. We quit before even reaching the halfway point in the game.

Not horrible, but certainly not the best Sherlock game in this series.. Troll game? Its about on par with Surgeon Simulator... a bit
interesting for 30 seconds then you realize it was a waste of money.
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This should be free WTF!. this game is better than anyother game on steam 10/10 would f**k again.. forktastic!. I did not like
this game at all. I thouht it was a bit bland compared to the other Grand-Strategy games out there.However, some dedicated
Europa Universalis players may enjoy the game due to its overwhelming similarities with Europa Universalis II. I may not be
pairing the games correctly, but when I bought the game I was looking for something like Total War. I chose it because it was a
more recent release of 2011, but the game grandly failed to graphically compare to most other current games of the genre. I
played the game for about 45 minutes and maybe thats not enough for you but im just doing this to get a badge. So,in my
opinion unless you LOVED Europa Universalis II, this is not the right game for you.

However, if you are graphically impaired, and this was the best choice for your low-end PC, I would highly recommend
Imperial Glory.. error starting module
...... How can I start this map? I downloaded and installed it, but it won't appear in my "new game" menu.

. So much promise, so fun at first, until you beat it a few times and realize none of the unlocks work; starting character is all you
get. I'm not 100% hating the game, and will change my downvote if this improves, but, judging by the forums I should have
checked before buying, it's the same for everyone, and has been for some time.

Not really a review if I just mention that one, huge, gaming, glaring flaw, so I will say what I liked. It's a semirandom dark rpg
where the map remains the same ,as far as I can tell, but the NPCs and items are different run to run. Is that guy over there
going to attack, join you, or sell you stuff? You won;t know until you approach\/get spotted. This has the promise to eat several
hours of your time, if it can be made to work the way it is supposed to.,. Camp Sunshine is a great looking, fun RPG Maker
game. Gameplay wise, it's nothing special. Consisting mostly of fetch quests and item hunts, while being hunted by the killer
"Sunshine Bear". But the story and how it is told, is what kept me playing. I initially launched it to check it out for a minute and
I ended up playing it for 5 hours straight and beating it. I loved all the 80's references, the humor and the mildly 4th wall
breaking internal monologue from the protaganist. The game also has a great atmosphere, sound design and the bears voice
acting is really good and it made me tense everytime I heard him. The only problems I had with the game were the gamepad
controls (you have to use the D-pad) and the killer bears spawning (he will sometimes spawn on top of you). Also the game
doesn't run in widescreen, but that isn't a huge deal. I absolutely loved this game. 8.5/10. I'm reviewing this from the
couch\/controller\/in-home streaming point of view because I feel this is the most natural environment for Videokid's kind of
game.

Today, in a total 180\u00b0, we'll flip the thumb downside up. PixelTrip Studios' latest update vastly improves the game
experience with a controller in hand. The game is not overly hard but can still kill you in seconds and the fact you don't have to
reach for a mouse to give it another go anymore makes all the difference. The controller support stil doesn't feel 100% "native"
but Steam's controller configurator can pick up the slack and make the mouse-driven store and menus navigatable with a pad. If
I could only skip the Unity configuration with a launch parameter, the Big Picture experience would be improved even more.

The game itself is a silly fun time waster with a ton of '80s references but what actually draws me in is the fluid gameplay and
the fact it reminds me of Paperboy but doesn't make me want to pull my hair out. Added to the bin of games to go back to when
you don't have time or energy for anything new or big.

--

Initial review for posterity:
Seems promising but the Unity configuration popup, lingering Game Over screen and the fact you need a mouse to skip the
intro and use the menus are seriously killing the pick up (a controller) and play and replay and replay again aspect. I want to
enjoy it but the aforementioned clunkiness is getting in the way.. This game is pretty much the best thing ever. Needs a small
modification to default profile on steam controller but works perfectly after that.
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